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CHESS PLAYERS ARE CHANGING ROLES 
TRUTH OF SCRETS IN MIDDLE

Newjersey- USA, 27.07.2016, 04:07 Time

USPA NEWS - 1071 Seljuk Empire (Turks) entered Anatolia, Middle East has been discovered rich sources but unkown yet, the
name of motivation is religious, in reality is not. Conflict of interest real reasons. 2016 the word spread around The world is more than
five. Players are changing spots on chessboard. 

Middle East is not supposed to be problem, it must be regional power for the countries that can be strong providing source river to the
World, may be some day it will. Middle East has some down flow and some up flow leadership conflict. Who was the most powerful
leader in past, or Who is most powerful leader now. Before we discuss this we need to look at the past history of the countries how
they managed the governmental consistency. When we look this comparison, just disregard of religious derogatory just look at of
system of their governmental structure (relationship with own people, relationship of foreign governments, sustainability of government
consistency. Turks, Persians, Jews, Arabs are the native people since long time, of course this is also divided by religious purposes
but for now please disregard this at the moment.
Persia one of the world`s oldest continuous major historical and urban civilization dating back 4000 BC, Jews known as first accepted
religious after Adam and Eve nobody can deny this, Arabs are also so old civilizations, Let´s mention about Turks are migrators like
Jews and they are all over in east west north south for Turks originally coming from east all the way from China called them Celestial
Turks (Göktürks ) also known old civilizations. This four paragraphs are telling me exactly what is going on now in Middle East. There
were lots of battle occurred in the past between these civilizations but still they knew how to deal each other thereafter. Eventually they
were settled in their own borders if one party lost they accepted as gentlemanly and politically. (obviously they were fighting with non-
modern weapons, it was easier to accept loose or win)
What was the real reason I assure you, no one knows maybe we can guesstimate it? I can say it was ambitious or land growing, you
can say it is religious purposes. It is important now to involve about of the religious. Unless you do not believe in God they are all same
truth; the truth is from Creator; Judaism-Christianity-Islam; please allow me to say, I am speaking real ones not fabricated ones. “That
is it“� that is the keyword “FABRICATED“�, this method has been used on civilizations since long, longest time. Let`s adopt it into
civilizations and double check the meaning if it will correct itself (in math method if you check cross reference logically if it is one than
it`s correct) invent or concoct (something), typically with deceitful intent, let`s use “X person fabricated this evidence“� just sample, if
you adopt the word of “fabricated “to governmental civilizations than you will come to correction of problem. When you battle with
swords you can only fight with one to one, but if you use brainwashing method (another way saying “fabricated“�) than they (others)
reaches their target. In reality civilizations has no problem living together, trading each other, being neighbor each other, sharing to
each other, living their own religious in their way or no religious at all, this is all eutrophic ideology now days. Do not say it is destiny,
there is destiny over destiny, what happens if Sun sets, there is an architect who repairs the nights.
How are we seeing if it is resolving the problems or creating more problems; yes, it seems like more problems creating each day, but
there is more resolving end of the day. People are awakening each day thereafter, people is improving their education each day more
and more. As they are more educating they are opening their eyes and at least trying to dig reality as they can. You never learn how to
win if you do know what you lost, Battles are not only in field also in your mind, in your logic and your real life. We the People (this tells
me humanism) We hope it will come true, we must believe it will one day. This is called interest of conflict but we can motivate all the
interests, without conflicts, we can find ways some benefits without stepping others foot. Why not try to be non-manipulative and brain
washed, most dangerous are more brain engineers that are fabricating people or civilizations.
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